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When the Workers Become Owners - 
see page 4.

Welcome to the Summer issue of Teaching Business and Economics. 

SUMMER 2019

Welcome to the Summer Issue of Teaching Business and 
Economics. The last before taking a well earned break. 
Whether you are reading this in the last few days of term as the 
cacophony of voices dims to silence or sitting having a break 
from the usual holiday chores, I hope you will find lots of ideas 
for the coming academic year.

Our lead article this issue focuses on the small but growing 
band of businesses returning again to the utopian ideal of 
worker ownership. Dr Jo Bentham, EBEA Chair uses the 
example of Richer Sounds’ transfer of ownership from 
founder to workers to illustrate how she uses news stories 
of this kind to stimulate engagement and discussion of 
multiple specification themes at a time.

You will be aware I’m sure that OFSTED has a new ‘Inspection 
Framework’ so I’m sure you will want to take a few minutes 
to read through David Butler’s excellent summary not only 
of the changes but also his reflections on what implications 
there are for economics and business teachers.

Have you ever considered that despite representing 40% 
of our economy, so little attention is given in our subjects 
to the challenges of running a public sector organization? 
Chris Gill from CIPFA has the solution. In this issue he 
shares his experiences of running CIPFA’s Sixth Form 
Management Team Games and explains how go about 
organizing one for your centre.

Every Year Gresham College deliver a series of free 
business lectures in London, open to all schools and 
colleges. This year the lecture series is delivered by 
Professor Alex Edmans of the London Business School and 
you will find out all about them in Lucy Graves’s brief article.

There is an understandably growing call for educators at 

all levels to consider the role they can and should play in 
preparing students for life in the work force. In her article in 
this issue Helena Knapton from Edge Hill University argues 
for a more holistic interpretation of employability to be 
used than simply the development of skills directly useful 
to the employer and economic growth.

When it comes to deciding whether business and 
economics are valuable subjects within the school and 
college curriculum it doesn’t seem as if we are in vogue 
with thinkers in government and political circles at the 
moment. However that is evidently not the case amongst 
the most important of all stakeholders as more students 
are choosing to take our subjects that ever before. If 
you still need a confidence boosters then read Stephen 
Barnes’s article “What is Business About” in which he extols 
the virtues of business in the curriculum, describing it as a 
“wonderfully complex and creative subject”.

In this issue you will also find a useful encouragement to 
developing a more evidence-based approach to your 
teaching and a guide to choosing and using an Enterprise 
Advisor in your centre. David Gelder, returns to the 
classroom to try and connect with the social media savvy 
generation and Russ Woodward and Tim Veal argue 
for a more integrated approach to teaching micro and 
macroeconomics to business students.

If that doesn’t get you yearning for September so you can 
try out all your new ideas, nothing will!

Enjoy your summer.

Gareth

Gareth can be contacted at  
director@ebea.org.uk
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WHEN THE WORKERS 
BECOME OWNERS

Being able to take current business news and use it to 
develop techniques which link areas of the specification 
has always been one of my key teaching and learning 
resources.  This business story arrived just in time for 
revisiting some year one A Level topics and moving through 
into the more synoptic topics of year two.

In May 2019 Julian Richer, founder of Richer Sounds – a 
specialist hi-fi- to TV retailer, announced that he had 
transferred 60% of his shares in the company into an 
employee owned trust. This event has begun a process 
which will hand 
control and 
ownership to 
the employees 
of the home 
e n t e r t a i n m e n t 
retail chain, and 
will also reward 
them with sizeable 
cash bonuses.

Julian Richer started the business as a nineteen year old 
in 1978, but at sixty years old felt that the time was right 
to create a continuity that would allow him to be part of 
the transition of ownership and control to his employees.  
Whilst Mr Richer will remain involved in the business, the 
day to day running of the business will be handed over to 
the existing management team.

This change of ownership has been compared with the 
John Lewis model of ownership, where John Lewis and 
Waitrose staff are known as partners and have ownership 
of the stores.  This business news came as it was reported 
that engineering company Weir was giving all of its 15,000 
staff £300 worth of shares both this year and also next 
year, and that telecoms group BT is planning an annual 
distribution of £50 million worth of shares starting in 2020.

The Employee Ownership Association (EOA) reports that 
the employee-owned sector creates more than £30 billion 
in annual turnover, more than the aerospace sector.  More 
than 350 businesses have adopted employee ownership 
in recent years, including more well known names such as 
Aardman, the animation studio responsible for creating 
the characters Wallace and Gromit, and Riverford, the 
organic vegetable box company.

So, what are the benefits of employee ownership?  What is 
the business sense behind this move? 

‘Employee ownership means that all employees have a 
‘significant and meaningful’ stake in a business. This means 
that employees must have both a financial stake in the 
business (e.g.  by owning shares) and a say in how it is run, 
known as ‘employee  engagement’.’ (https://www.gov.uk/
employee-ownership).

Employee owned businesses come into being through 
a number of routes.  Some businesses, such as John 
Lewis,  the Arup Group, or Scott Bader, are owned by 
employees from the outset.  Some occur as the business 

decides to expand 
and broadens 
ownership to 
employees, and in 
so doing, hopes to 
attract and retain 
talented staff.  
Some businesses 
threatened by 

insolvency and closure  turn to employee buy-outs as a 
way to survive.  However, the most typical route occurs 
as private owners, often entrepreneur led or family 
businesses, decide to sell the business or gift the business 
to their workforce in order to manage the business’s 
succession.   The Employee Ownership Association 
reports that employee-owned businesses benefit 
from greater productivity, less staff turnover,  more 
innovation, and greater security in making long term plans. 

So, how can we use this as a case study in our schemes of 
work? How can we get our students to engage with this 
information?

There are five themes that I would focus on:

 ■ Models of business ownership and business aims and 
objectives

Delivering subject content on business structures can often 
feel quite dry,  but opening up the discussion of employee 
owned businesses can generate a number of questions 
based on how and why such businesses come about.  It 
is important to differentiate between co-operatives and 
employee owned businesses.  This can then lead to a 
consideration of how business objectives may differ when 
employees are in charge.  Are the objectives focused 
on profit and revenue, or is there more of a focus on 
sustainable growth?

Dr Jo Bentham explains how she uses business news stories to stimulate 
deeper understanding of specification themes.

4 TEACHING BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
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 ■ Approaches to human resource management

More recent thinking in the field of human resources has 
focused on the value of the employee – as an asset or a 
cost.  Employee owned businesses are firm believers in 
the worth of the employee.  Using the financial information 
provided by Richer Sounds, the students can begin to 
calculate a worth  for each employee which could be 
compared to their cost measured by their wage or salary.  
What kind of organisational culture is created in such 
firms?

 ■ Motivation

Students can be asked to consider the benefits mentioned 
above - greater productivity, less staff turnover,  more 
innovation, and greater security in making long term plans. 
Students could take each of the benefits and using the 
example of Richer Sounds could suggest ways in which 
employee ownership  can help achieve these benefits. To 
what extent is employee ownership more of an incentive 
than employee engagement?

 ■ Business success and competitive advantage

How can employee ownership create competitive 
advantage?  In which industries is employee ownership 
more likely to lead to business success?  Julian Richer’s 
business philosophy has been based on providing secure 
and well-paid jobs which has led to a happy workforce 
and business success.  There are no zero hours contracts 
and the pay gap is favourable for women.  Employees 
benefit from perks that include access to company 
homes around the world, and the business donates 15% of 

profits to charity.  Does this suggest that employee owned 
businesses are likely to have more ethical objectives and 
that this is what leads to business success?

 ■ Surviving the slumps of the business cycle

Following a recent fall in profits,  John Lewis employees 
have seen their bonuses reduced to the lowest level in over 
65 years and the employees of Aber Instruments, a supplier 
of advanced systems for brewing and biotech companies, 
have agreed to take a 10% pay cut whilst still maintaining 
output levels.  Are employee owned forms more able to 
survive adverse trading conditions?  How important are 
such firms to the UK economy?

Dr Jo Bentham teaches business and economics at Adams 
Grammar School

REFERENCES:
https://www.gov.uk/employee-ownership 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/may/14/
richer-sounds-staff-julian-richer https://www.theguardian.
com/business/2019/may/14/richer-sounds-staff-julian-richer 
https://news.sky.com/story/richer-sounds-staff-handed-
control-of-chain-and-cash-bonus-11719913

https://www.ft.com/content/bdc13326-762f-11e9-be7d-
6d846537acab

https://employeeownership.co.uk/what-is-employee-
ownership/
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THE NEW OFSTED EDUCATION 
INSPECTION FRAMEWORK

6 TEACHING BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

David Butler, the EBEA’s Advocacy Lead and past HMI explains the key features 
of the new OFSTED Inspection Framework and its implications for teaching 
economics and business.

Ofsted published its new inspection framework on 14 
May 2019, following an extensive period of consultation 
and trialling of the draft proposals. The new framework 
will be introduced in schools and colleges in September 
of this year. The outcomes of the consultation (which the 
EBEA took part in), the framework and handbooks are all 
available on the Ofsted website (www.ofsted.gov.uk). The 
purpose of this article is to draw members’ attention to 
some of the main features of the new inspection process 
and to discuss its implications for teaching economics and 
business.

SOME KEY FEATURES

THE INSPECTION PROCESS

While the framework itself looks very different from 
the current one, the actual inspection process has not 
been radically changed. Ofsted’s 
draft proposal for inspectors to 
be on site during the afternoon 
before the start of the inspection 
to carry out preparation work 
was overwhelmingly rejected in 
the consultation and will not be 
implemented, at least for the time 
being. The duration of the inspection 
will normally be two days in schools 
and two to five days in FE colleges. 
Schools judged as outstanding will be 
exempt from inspections unless there are indications that 
their performance has declined or there are complaints 
from parent or others, for example, about safeguarding 
issues. There is an emphasis on reducing the amount of 
documentation schools and colleges are expected to 
produce. Inspectors will not evaluate lesson plans and 
will not use the institution’s own performance data to 
make judgements. As is the case now, lessons and the 
performance of individual teachers will not be graded.  

THE INSPECTION FRAMEWORK

The key change is the shift in emphasis from schools and 
colleges being judged primarily on examination results and 
other performance measures to evaluating the quality of 
education being provided to achieve these outcomes. ‘Are 
results the outcome of a broad, rich curriculum and real 
learning, or of teaching to the test and exam cramming?’ 
(Preface to framework).  So it will be interesting to see how 
inspectors evaluate schools and colleges which provide 
a broad, rich curriculum and ‘real learning’ but have 

relatively poor examination results (possibly because they 
do not teach to the test or provide ‘cramming’)  

There is also to be a new judgement for behaviour and 
attitudes, which will be separate from that for personal 
development. Inspectors will make only five graded 
judgements: 

 ■ The overall effectiveness of the institution

 ■ The quality of education provided

 ■ Personal development

 ■ Behaviour and attitudes

 ■ Leadership and management

(Where schools have sixth forms, there will be an additional 
grade for post-16 provision.)

This is a far cry from inspection 
frameworks in the not so distant past 
that required inspectors to make a 
large number of subsidiary graded 
judgements, including the grading 
of teaching in each lesson observed, 
which were then combined 
according to particular formulae to 
produce key grades. The new quality 
of education grade includes the 

curriculum, teaching and learning, 
assessment and achievement. Quite how inspectors will 
weight these various aspects to reach a grade, remains to 
be seen. Similarly, the personal development judgement 
is very wide ranging, including British values, aspects of 
citizenship, preparing for next steps in education, training 
or employment and developing resilience, confidence 
and independence. The handbooks do contain ‘best fit’ 
grade criteria but the task of making these very broad 
judgements remains problematic and the suspicion must 
be that inspectors will inevitably need to make private 
subsidiary judgements. 

THE IMPLICATIONS FOR ECONOMICS AND 
BUSINESS TEACHERS

The implications for teaching examination courses in 
economics and business.

The framework has few implications for the post-16 
economics and business curriculum and there is nothing 
in the framework that might threaten existing A level 
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and vocational courses.It is a rather different picture 
pre-16 because of the emphasis on the EBacc, which 
does not include economics or business. However, the 
precise wording in the handbook for school inspections 
is confusing in terms of how schools will be judged in 
relation to the EBacc. It cites the DfE’s aim of 75% of Year 
10 pupils studying the EBacc subjects by 2022 and 90% by 
2025 but it emphasises that this is an ambition and not a 
target for individual schools and that ‘inspectors will not 
make a judgement about the quality of education based 
solely or primarily on a school’s progress towards the 
EBacc ambition’. However, it goes on to say ‘nevertheless 
it is an important factor in understanding a school’s level 
of ambition for its pupils’ (para 175). One of the criteria for 
the judgment for the quality of education being good (or 
outstanding) is that ‘the school’s aim is to have the EBacc 
at the heart of its curriculum, in line with the DfE’s ambition, 
and good progress has been made towards this ambition’. 
The distinction between ‘ambition’ and ‘target’ appears 
to be splitting hairs. Inspectors will surely have to identify 
what proportion of Year 10 pupils are currently taking the 
EBacc, how that has increased during the past few years 
and how it is likely to increase in the future. It is difficult to 
see how inspectors will avoid using the DfE’s ‘ambitions’ 
as targets when measuring progress. All this is important 
as the more the EBacc is emphasised (or other measures 
of performance that do not include economics and 
business qualifications), the more GCSE and vocational 
qualifications in economics and business are threatened. 
It is true that the EBacc is not the whole curriculum but, 
once other compulsory elements are included, it leaves 
very little time for anything else. Numbers taking business 
related courses at key stage 4 have fallen in recent years 
and anecdotal evidence suggests that business teachers 

in 11-16 schools are frequently not being replaced when 
they leave or retire. The framework will do little to reverse 
this trend and may even exacerbate it.

Lessons in economics and business may or may not be 
observed – there is no set number of lessons that inspectors 
are expected to observe and no particular pattern 
of visiting. While individual lessons will not be graded, 
inspectors’ observations will help them to form (non 
graded) judgments about the quality of teaching which, 
in turn, will inform the grade for the quality of education. 
Many teachers will welcome the shift in emphasis from 
examination results per se to how these results are 
achieved. However, the term ‘teaching to the test’ needs 
some unpicking. Many would agree that a narrowing of the 
curriculum in primary schools to focus almost entirely on 
getting the best possible SATs results or secondary schools 
starting GCSE courses in key stage 3, is detrimental to 
providing a broad and balanced education. However, the 
term becomes more problematic when considering the 
teaching of examination courses, which often takes up 
the entire timetable for economics and business teachers. 
Teachers may well say that their main aim is to educate 
pupils, rather than get them through exams but the reality 
is often rather different and for good reasons. Teachers 
are heavily judged on exam outcomes and pupils and 
parents mainly see exam results as the only outcome 
that really matters. This means that teachers often stick 
almost entirely to what they expect examiners to ask, 
spend considerable time on exam technique and provide 
additional support and revision sessions outside of lessons, 
which might well be construed as ‘cramming’. Teachers will 
often have little time for developing deeper understanding 
and exploring issues in greater depth if there does not 
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appear to be a pay off in terms of examination results. 
If the blame for this lies anywhere it is not with Ofsted 
but with the content of exam courses and the nature 
of the questions that are set. An example of this is the 
requirement for pupils to manipulate supply and demand 
graphs in GCSE economics courses without requiring an 
understanding and questioning of the assumptions that 
underlie them. This results in bad economics education 
but which is not necessarily reflected in the grades pupils 
achieve. Teachers will inevitably ‘teach to the test’, so 
the trick is to ensure that the test is fit for purpose and 
encourages good education. Unfortunately, the reform of 
A level and GCSE economics and business courses have in 
many ways failed to achieve this. 

The implications for developing economic, business and 
enterprise education as part of the core curriculum.

The new framework might at first sight appear to give 
encouragement to the promotion of economic, business 
and enterprise education for all pupils and students. There 
are worthy statements in the handbooks about schools 
and colleges having curriculums that prepare young 
people for their futures and equipping them with the 
knowledge and cultural capital to succeed in life. Having 
a separate graded judgement for personal development 
and a statement that ‘the curriculum promoted by 
schools should extend beyond the academic, technical 
and vocational’ might also give hope to those who favour 
the provision of economic, business and enterprise 
education as part of the core curriculum. After all, many 
would argue that having basic economic understanding, 
including financial literacy and key enterprise skills, are 
vital to succeed in and participate fully in 21st century 
Britain. However, such optimism is dashed by reading the 
detail of the handbooks and evaluation schedules for 
schools and colleges. There are a few mentions of careers 
programmes and the need for older pupils and students to 
encounter ‘the world of work’ but absolutely no mention of 
economic and business understanding, employability and 
enterprise skills and financial literacy, all widely supported 
across political parties and by organisations such as the 
CBI and trade unions. This is equally true of the college 
inspection handbook and evaluation schedule where, 
arguably, these aspects of the curriculum become even 

more essential. The EBEA, along with other organisations, 
argued strongly for the E (economic) in PSHE education to 
be given greater prominence in the evaluation schedule, 
even though the DfE had failed to make it statutory. Alas, 
despite the case being well made, it was not reflected in the 
published framework and evaluation schedules. However 
all is not lost as Ofsted states that there is no Ofsted 
curriculum (despite its emphasis on the EBacc at key stage 
4) and that it will ‘judge schools taking radically different 
approaches to the curriculum fairly ...... (and) recognises 
the importance of schools’ autonomy to choose their own 
curriculum approaches’. (para 173, school inspection 
handbook). So, there is no reason preventing a school 
providing a curriculum that emphasises business and 
enterprise as part of a broad and rich overall educational 
provision. According to the evaluation schedule, provided 
the curriculum is well thought through, takes account 
of the needs of all learners and is effectively delivered, it 
should be judged favourably. 

CONCLUSION

The new framework is intended to be a radical departure 
from previous incarnations. Whether it proves to be will 
only become clear when evidence is gathered from 
inspections of a range of institutions, including those that 
adopt radically different approaches to the curriculum. For 
those who had hoped that it might give greater credence 
to economic, business and enterprise education as part 
of the curriculum and personal development, it is a huge 
disappointment. The promotion of the EBacc, which 
many would argue is outdated and fails to effectively 
prepare young people for their futures, means that the 
position of business and economics at key stage 4 is 
increasingly under threat. However, the new framework 
does provide scope for schools and colleges to adopt 
different approaches to the curriculum to meet the needs 
of all learners. As has always been the case, it will be up 
to economics and business teachers and leaders to ‘fight 
their corner’ and convince senior managers of the vitally 
important role these subjects play in preparing young 
people for life in the 21st century. 

David Butler - Advocacy Lead, EBEA 

51942863 © Gajus - Dreamstime.com
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CIPFA IN THE MIDLANDS’ 6TH FORM 
MANAGEMENT TEAM GAMES
Chris Gill from CIPFA explains how their 6th Form Management Team Games 
gives students a taste of the challenges of running a public sector body and 
continues to attract so many colleges and sixth forms.

How many school sixth forms and colleges 
study public sector finance as part of 
their A Level courses and how much time 
is devoted to that area?  Is it anything 
like the 40% that public sector spending 
represents as a proportion of the National 
GDP? 

In 2004 the Midlands Region of the 
Chartered Institute of Public Finance 
and Accountancy (CIPFA) decided 
to try and stimulate more interest in 
public sector finances within the Post 16 education cohort, 
by reviving the 6th Form Management Games that it had 
previously run on one or two occasions. Whilst the main 

intent has always been to provide an insight into the issues 
facing public sector organisations, and particularly those 
of a financial nature, it has also been recognised that the 
day of the event can be an excellent introduction to the 
world of work and a way of developing and strengthening 
teamwork, leadership, management and organisational 
skills amongst those students who have the opportunity to 
take part. 

In an environment, where they are supported by a 
member of the CIPFA volunteer team in a mentoring 
capacity, teams of students explore the challenges of 
managing under time pressure with uncertain outcomes, 
along the way developing a range of team and individual 
skills. As ever, what students gain from the day will largely 
depend on how much each individual is prepared to 
invest. Nowadays though it’s a serious business for the 
participating students, who grasp the challenge in their 

endeavour to bring about a win for their team. Reflection 
and learning often come later, but there is plenty to be had 
and the feedback is reassuringly good, arguably because 
of its practical, hands on approach.

The interactive nature of the games starts in advance of 
the students’ arrival on the day, with teams briefed ahead, 
on a fictional, but realistic, public sector organisation.  
The organisation in question, under their management 
and leadership for the day, may be a health body, a local 
authority, a housing organisation or even a University. 
Those candidates who study the material before the event 
will be better informed and potentially have the advantage 
over rival team members on the day.  With each team 
comprising seven students as the management team of 
the organisation, the group must also decide which of the 
Director level roles they will take on, and of course there 
can only be one Chief Executive!

On the day, students are welcomed, further briefing 
soon follows and into the Game they go, with immediate 
pressure to assimilate as much as they can and to start 
taking action and making decisions to prepare a report 
before lunchtime.  As in real life, only limited resources 
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are available to each organisation, through which the 
team need to meet more competing priorities than can 
be afforded, therefore wise decisions must be taken.  
Fully immersed in their organisation’s context and goals, 
the students assume leadership responsibility, with the 
decision on how they approach the task entirely down 
to each team, or often, to one or two strong individuals 
who may take the lead! The teams are informed that 
everything needed is in the information provided but are 
also encouraged to make any necessary and reasonable 
assumptions, provided they can defend them under 
scrutiny.

Just as they are settling in to their task, their planning and 
thought patterns are interrupted as an additional event 
arises or task is introduced, continuing throughout the day 
to reflect the reality of typical work experience.  Each of 
the team will have a role, with correspondence to deal with 
from a potential partner, a visit or two from people who are 
not so keen on some of the things the team might be doing, 
a press release to be drafted in response to a situation… 

It is all a reflection of working life, although it’s intensity 
can be tough, so those who are marking the students’ 

considerable efforts are not so much looking for the ‘right’ 
answers, but the way students deal with each situation. 
The assessors mark performance by the way the team 
handles problems, the relevance of answers, the approach 
taken to the tasks in hand and the quality and content of 
written and oral reports.

After a well-earned lunch, students come back to find 
that the task has changed, sometimes the resources 
have been cut, sometimes they have increased, and a 
bid must be prepared, or perhaps the there is a change in 
the rules from the morning session!  Off they go again, this 
time perhaps working towards a PowerPoint presentation 
where they will have to present and potentially defend 
their case to the body that makes the final decisions.

And what of the students’ experiences? Many flourish 
in the situation, all gain from the day.  Participating sixth 
form schools and colleges will often review the experience 
after the event, helping students reflect on what has 
happened and how it may have helped them develop.  For 

“Due to the interruptions we were pushed  
to deal with uncertain events and with time 

constraints.  Having specific plans overlapping 
each other it forced the team to co-ordinate 
with each other to discover the best solution.  

Also the “bombshell” caused a lot of debates.  By 
having the description of each occupation it gave 

an insight to their duties.  I LOVED IT ! The press 
conference was great; the thinking on your feet 

aspect of the project really gave us  
an adrenalin rush”

“We tried to deal with the interruptions as  
well as the main task and it gave us good 

experience in time management.  It helped with 
team building skills as we had to work as a team 

for the whole day.  We got a good insight into 
how a public sector organisation is run.  We had a 

really good day and enjoyed the experience”

“I don’t actually do business 
(studies) or anything in that area, 
but I really enjoyed it and I would 

consider doing it as a profession”
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all students it raises an awareness of the public sector and 
an insight into the wider financial environment, many value 
the experience of ‘work’ and find this the valuable element 
along with access to their volunteer mentor through whom 
they will learn about their professional job role and work 
experiences.  Students on Business Studies courses can 
particularly benefit from involvement, however the event 
is open to any students studying in, or heading to, Years 12 
or 13 and who are keen to develop as individuals – after 
all, financial management in the public sector has many 
transferrable skills.

The CIPFA Midlands Sixth Form Management Games 
continue to go from strength to strength. With almost 70 
separate games having been staged across the region, 
and more than 100 sixth forms and colleges being 
involved, over 300 teams have experienced the Games 
since launch.  Over 2,100 sixth form and college students 
have experienced a taster of working life and public sector 
financial management through the Games within the 
Midlands. Since 2012, games have also been running in 
the CIPFA North East region based around Newcastle and 
Sunderland, with encouragement and support offered by 

the founding team to CIPFA’s other volunteer-led regions 
who are thinking of offering the programme. The South 
East and North West may not be far off in their plans to 
offer regional Games, but the availability of volunteers is a 
pre-requisite for success.

As the world’s only professional accountancy body to 
specialise in public services, CIPFA is the professional 
body for people in public finance. Their 14,000 members 
work throughout the public services, in national audit 
agencies, in major accountancy firms, and in other bodies 
where public money needs to be effectively and efficiently 
managed. 

CIPFA’s members work, often at the most senior levels, in 
public service bodies, in the national audit agencies and 
major accountancy firms, but regularly give up their time 
to support the games, such is their passion for this work.

To register your interest in the Midlands games please 
contact the co-ordinating team at 6thforms@cipfa.org.

If you’re interested in finding out further information on 
CIPFA regions outside of the Midlands, details are available 
on the CIPFA website: www.cipfa.org/regions

“The whole day was great. It has reaffirmed 
my intentions to pursue a career in finance. 

From speaking to staff at the University and the 
CIPFA members I am better informed about the 

opportunities available to me to achieve this aim. 
I have been signposted to a number of schemes 
offered by local employers and national bodies 
that would allow me pursue a career in finance 

whilst still being able to study part time”

“I am interested in pursuing a career in 
finance and having taken part in the game I 
now appreciate that accountancy isn’t just 

about number crunching. The decisions that 
accountants in the public sector have to make 
actually impact on the quality of people’s lives 

and wellbeing”

“Just wanted to say what a fantastic day my 
students had yesterday. Not just because we 

won, but because they were engaged throughout 
the day and learned so much. They have all said 
it is the hardest, most challenging activity they 
have done in their school careers, but the most 

enjoyable as well.”
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FREE BUSINESS SKILLS 
LECTURE SERIES BY LBS 
PROFESSOR ALEX EDMANS
Lucia Graves from Gresham College invites you and your students to a free 
business lecture series.

A free Business Skills lecture series will be given in 2019-20 
by Gresham College’s Business Professor Alex Edmans. 

Professor Edmans is a Finance Professor at London 
Business School and a TED speaker who lectures on 
finance and on skills for business to packed audiences 
of executives, and has written about his research for the 
FT and Wall Street Journal as well as academic journals. 
His lectures are lively, grounded in 
rigorous evidence and aimed at a 
16+ audience. 

Gresham College is a charitable 
trust that was set up in 1597 to 
bring free education to the public 
in London, and today live-streams 
its public lectures to reach a global 
audience. 

In a new initiative, Gresham is 
encouraging schools and colleges 
to book seats for lectures that are 
otherwise first-come, first-served 
to the public – you can get in touch 
on enquiries@gresham.ac.uk; the 
lectures are also live-streamed 
online and available after the 
event via the event page on www.
gresham.ac.uk. You can also sign 
up for updates about lectures here: 
gres.hm/schools.

THE HOUR-LONG BUSINESS 
SKILLS LECTURES ARE: 
TIME MANAGEMENT:  
2 October 2019 Museum of London 6pm-7pm:

Classic time management frameworks advise us to 
focus on the important rather than the urgent. But these 
frameworks seem not to be applicable to the 21st 
century, where technology means that we are constantly 
bombarded with deadlines.  This talk will explain how to 
focus on important long-term goals but at the same time 
meet urgent short-term deadlines; how to use email as an 
effective communication tool without being overwhelmed 
with it; and how to outsource and automate routine tasks.

FINDING PURPOSE IN YOUR CAREER:  
4 Dec 2019 Museum of London 6pm-7pm

Many influential leaders stress the importance of pursuing 
a purpose rather than choosing a career based on salary.  
While inspiring, such talks can sometimes seem impractical 
because many people find it difficult to know what their 
purpose is, and unrealistic given rapidly rising living costs 

and the view that lucrative careers 
are not purposeful.  This talk will 
introduce a practical framework 
to help you find what your purpose 
is, as well as explain how to pursue 
a career which is rewarding both 
intrinsically and financially.

 
PUBLIC SPEAKING WITHOUT FEAR: 
22 Jan 2020, Museum of London, 
6pm-7pm 

Surveys about people’s fears 
commonly feature public speaking 
at the very top of the list.  Many 
people believe that public speaking 
is either something you are born 
with or without.  This talk will 
provide practical tips that everyone 
can employ, regardless of their 
experience, to improve their public 
speaking.  It will highlight what 
is unique about public speaking 
compared to other forms of 
communication and explain how to 

tailor your approach to both the audience and the format 
(e.g. large auditorium, panel interview, webinar).

 
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL WELLNESS:  
4 Mar 2020, Museum of London, 6pm-7pm

Exercise, diet, rest, and sleep are sometimes seen as 
optional extras that are desirable if you have the time.  
They are also topics about which many myths and half-
truths abound. This talk will provide rigorous evidence on 
importance of mental and physical wellness for not only 
quality of life but also career success and productivity 
at work. It will also provide practical tips on how busy 

Professor Alex Edmans
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professionals can find time to invest in them and turn them 
into effortless habits rather than chores.

 
CRITICAL THINKING:  
22 Apr 2020, Museum of London, 6pm-7pm

One of the most dangerous phrases is “evidence shows 
that …”, because you can almost always find evidence to 
support any viewpoint.  Experts are similarly untrusted, 
because they may have motives other than the truth.  
These problems are particularly severe in the digital age 
where we are bombarded with data and supposed expert 
opinions.  This talk will explain how to discern what and 
who to trust, how to know whether evidence is causation 
or just a correlation, and how to overcome the temptation 
to accept views that we agree with.

 
THE GROWTH MINDSET AND THE ABUNDANCE MENTALITY:  
3 June 2020, Museum of London, 6pm-7pm

This talk will explore the “growth mindset”, the evidence-
based view that talents are are developed rather than 
genetic.  It provides practical tips on how to develop new 
skills with limited time and highlights the importance of 
pushing yourself outside your comfort zone.  The talk 
will also discuss the “abundance mentality”, that serving 

others grows the pie for all, rather than increasing others’ 
slice at your expense.  It examines how to serve effectively, 
in a disciplined way that does not lead to you accepting 
every request.

In 2018-19 Edman’s lecture series was called How 
Business Can Better Serve Society, taking a critical look 
at how business and finance are useful and setting out 
his stall on what needs to change. The lectures included 
detailed examinations of whether high executive pay 
is justified, how execs should be paid to ensure they 
have the right incentives, and whether M&A are – on the 
whole - better than they are reputed to be. You can find 
all the past lectures on the Gresham College website,  
www.gresham.ac.uk.

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/series/business-in-society/

Gresham College would also like to hear from teachers 
and lecturers about any speakers/ topics they would 
like the College to cover in future years, to make their 
future series as useful as possible to educators. Contact 
enquiries@gresham.ac.uk.
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EMPLOYABILITY - WHAT  
DOES IT REALLY MEAN?
Helena Knapton argues for a more holistic interpretation of ‘employability’ than 
the purely economic

Employability has become something of a buzz-word in 
schools as well as in Higher Education – and is a regular 
topic in the ‘Teaching Business and Economics’ journal.  
But what is ‘employability’?  Is it just an academic way of 
describing a person’s ability to get a job, preferably at a 
higher socio-economic level than their parents? Or is it 
something else?

Neo-liberal concepts of the value of education are rapidly 
becoming the norm.  This is particularly true where the 
value of education is measured in terms of the type of 
employment that a pupil or student goes on to achieve. We 
see this regularly in articles such as the BBC report “Biggest 
winners and losers from degrees” (Coughlan, 2019) which 
ranked the return in earnings of where students undertook 
their degrees.  Moreover, it is apparent in the way that 
Universities are ranked within the Teaching Excellence 
Framework – which now includes Student Outcomes as 
measured by the type of employment and the tax returns 
of their alumni 5 years after completion of the degree – 
with limited opportunity for contextualisation.  And the 
recent Augur Review (2019) refers to ‘low value degrees’, 
i.e. as ones that have ‘poor retention, poor graduate 
employment, and low earnings’ (Wolff, J. 2019) 

We also see the reductionist approach to education in 
publications such as the Gatsby Report (2019) providing 
benchmarks for good career guidance in schools which 
are clearly linked to the labour market, employers as 
well as routes into FE and HE; and in the raft of research 
publications from the Education and Employers 
Organisation.  Moreover, the justification for the way 
that schools are assessed and checked for compliance 
through Progress 8 and the EBacc is the intention to link the 
success of education to the future prospects of students.  
Inevitably, this includes their preparedness for a life of work 
together with notions of improved economic futures.  And 
there is nothing wrong with wanting our young people 
to be able to improve their life chances, including their 
economic wellbeing.  But their economic future is only one 
part of the picture and is something that we are not in a 
position to guarantee.

I’m not sure that education, employability and future 
employment were ever intended to be so narrowly aligned, 
and with such a strong focus on social mobility – which, 
by definition, requires those at the bottom to reject their 
upbringings and embrace the culture and social norms 
of those in higher socio-economic bands.  As much as we 
want our students to do well and to enjoy opportunity, there 
is a tension to be held between desiring social mobility and 

seeing education as a way of enabling young people to 
pursue their own choices. 

So, what is employability?  A commonly accepted definition 
by Yorke & Knight (2006:8) describes employability as 

‘A set of achievements – skills, understanding 
and personal attributes – that makes 
individuals more likely to gain employment 
and be successful in their chosen 
occupations, which benefits themselves, 
the workplace, the community and the 
economy’ 

This clearly sets out a view of employability which is more 
than just employment and recognises that individual socio-
economic contexts will make a difference on the ability 
of someone to get a job.  Moreover, it is not defining what 
the ‘chosen occupation’ of individuals should be or what 
tax status is considered to be acceptable.  Finally, there 
is a recognition that employability is not just about the 
individual, or a collection of individuals.  Rather it is about 
the complex inter-relationships between that individual, 
where they work, where they live and their contribution to 
the economy – whether that is at a local or a national level.  
On this basis, it could be argued that acting as a volunteer 
for the Samaritans, or the Citizens Advice Bureau fulfils the 
criteria for employability just as well as, if not more than, 
being employed as an investment banker. Pursuing this 
argument further, employability reinforces the Judaeo-
Christian view of ‘work’ where someone delights in the 
benefits of using one’s skills and attributes well, whether or 
not this results in financial payment. 

Employability, therefore, is not just about enabling our 
students to be ‘work-ready’ but enabling them to have 
purposeful lives which will continue whatever the nature 
of their future employment.  And given the continuing 
shift towards self-employment, the gig-economy, the 
constantly evolving range of jobs and careers together 
with the economic uncertainty of the country against a 
backdrop of Brexit – and notwithstanding the challenges 
to orthodox economics that continue to be taught at 
A level (see Davis, 2019 ‘What have economists being 
getting so wrong’) - there is an increasing necessity for 
us as teachers to see the bigger picture of what we are 
preparing our students for. 

That may sound daunting and unrealistic to some.  And 
yet, this is what good economics and business teachers 
have always done.  As the numbers testify, Business 
and Economics entries continue to be strong (Butler, D. 
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2018).  This reflects the value that they hold despite not 
being EBacc subjects, core Progress 8 subjects, or being 
‘facilitating subjects’ as recognised by the Russell Group 
(i.e.  those subjects which are most likely to give students 
the opportunity to successfully apply to study for degrees 
within Russell Group universities).  For many this is a 
recognition of the value of Business and/ or Economics 
subjects within the curriculum by students and their 
parents/ guardians, as well as the schools themselves, in 
creating a bridge between their lives outside of school and 
their lives within school.  

That bridge includes the development of student 
awareness and understanding of their economic and 
business environments at both the macro and micro levels. 
And as the ‘Teaching Business and Economics’ journal 
testifies there is a rich pedagogy and subject knowledge 
within our subject community that supports many 
aspects of employability as well as developing skills for 
employment.  For instance, in the Autumn journal (2018) 
the Cotswold School case study included two inserts 
about their teachers and the ‘Jobs I’ve had’.  In both cases 
the examples provided included voluntary roles as well as 
paid roles and is evidence that employability within that 
school, at least, is more than just about the skills required 
for paid employment but also values contributions to local 
communities (White, P. 2018). 

Yet that challenge to separate employability from the 
mechanistic view of developing skills for work still exists, 
both at a national level as well as within our schools. 
Even within the Ofsted publication ‘Getting Ready for 
Work’ (2016) there is a blurring between employability, 
enterprise and skills for employment. However, I would 
suggest, that the purpose of a good (business, economics 

or enterprise) education is one that enables a student to 
have both agency and autonomy to make ethical as well 
as economic choices regarding which sectors they work 
in, who they work for, and the types of returns they work 
for. 

And it is worth making explicit that as teachers we have 
made our own ethical and economic decisions to pursue a 
career in education.  As graduates, the earnings from being 
teachers does not put us within a category that makes 
our undergraduate or post-graduate studies of ‘great 
value’ according to current political and financial rhetoric 
– yet we all know and believe in the wider economic and 
social value of what we do. (Although we do manage to be 
recognised for being in ‘Graduate Employment’).

Whilst the dominant political and economic voices are 
arguing that education should have a direct correlation 
to increased earnings for the individual there are other 
organisations that are dancing to a different tune.  
One that seems to be on the side of employability is 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) which works internationally with 
governments, policy makers and citizens to create “policies 
that foster prosperity, equality, opportunity and well-
being for all” (www.oecd.org/about).  The 2019 edition of the 
OECD Employment Outlook ‘The Future of Work’ is a useful 
publication to have on one’s digital bookshelf, particularly 
for those who have the additional role of careers in school.  
However, the recent publication The OECD Learning 
Compass 2030 (www.oecd.org/education/2030-project/
teaching-and-learning/learning) is one that more clearly 
reflects the employability aims identified by Yorke and 
Knight (2006).
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The intention of the OECD Learning Compass 2030 is to 
identify the ‘knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that 
learners need to fulfil their potential and contribute to 
the well-being of their communities and the planet’.  The 
way that it has been written has been to focus on student 
agency and responsibility within a world of changing 
possibilities when making life and career decisions.

Whilst retaining literacy and numeracy (Core Foundations 
2030) as underpinning requirements to enable students to 
navigate a way to achieve their potential other concepts 
are identified as being necessary to turn their potential 
into something achievable.  In total there are 10 concepts, 
which go beyond the lists of ‘employment’ or ‘enterprise 
skills’ with which we are familiar but include ‘Well-being’, 
a reflective cycle (‘Anticipate – Action – Reflect’) and 
‘Transformative Competencies’ within the list.  The OECD 
Learning Compass 2030 manages to be both optimistic 
and challenging in equal measure when we consider our 
own education system and our place within this.

As business and economics specialists it would be 
surprising to deliver in a way that actively prevents our 
students from developing skills that are appropriate for 
the working environment by being solely focused on 
developing exam knowledge and technique.  Adopting 
pedagogies that allow students to develop skills that 
encourage them to work with others effectively, resolve 
conflict, manage risk etc. all add to the richness of the 
subjects that they study. Furthermore, engaging with 
employers in a variety of ways makes the subject more 
stimulating and engaging not only for our students but 
for ourselves too.  Consequently, the debate is not about 

removing the link between education and employment.  
Rather it is about viewing our role through the lens of 
employability we give ourselves – and our students - 
permission to have a more holistic understanding of their 
future than merely as an economic statistic.
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Stephen Barnes extols the virtues of business in the curriculum as a 
‘wonderfully complex and creative subject’

If you’ve ever been to a car boot sale, you’ll know there 
is a bit of specialisation by car boot. Some sell mainly 
clothing, others have lots of glass and china and still others 
focus on books, toys, vinyl and CDs or crates full of old 
computer games. And there’s usually a table selling a pot 
pourri of everything. It is not a scene of great distinction or 
coherence.

And so to the specifications for Business ‘A’ level: the link is 
worryingly obvious. There is a small display of ‘objectives 
and strategy’. Next door is the ever popular marketing stall, 
all four ‘Ps’ available. And there’s all the other functions – 
wobbly tables for operations, finance, HR and the catchily 
named ‘external environment’. Something, somewhere is 
synoptic.

In the beginning it was different. You might understandably 
link 1969 with Apollo 11 or possibly even with Woodstock. 
But that year also saw the first Business Studies ‘A’ level 
examination - promoted by the Cambridge Business 
Studies Project. This course worked through the traditional 
business functions but in the context of a rigorous model – 
‘scientific decision making’. Vestiges of this legacy can be 
found in today’s OCR spec.

Unsurprisingly faith in scientific decision making waned. 
And the search for academic rigour shifted to ‘strategy’. 
This would be fine were not the ‘A’ level notion of strategy 
so limp and ill-defined. A run through the DfE’s ‘subject 

content’ is telling. Strategy is there. But key questions are 
not addressed. Does business have any common, unifying 
objective? Can generic strategies be identified with a clear 
rationale? What makes one strategy better than another? 
And in this subject content, where are the related concepts 
running like shafts of meaning through each theme?

A good model for Business should be systemic, organic, 
holistic. Regrettably the actual approach is anatomical - 
linear, pedantic, convergent: it is like dissecting a rat. All the 
parts are named and their functions explained. We know 
so much and understand so little?

The problem, of course, is that the rat remains dead. We 
can see its parts but we can’t see an ingenious living entity 
fighting for survival in an ever-changing and often hostile 
environment. And so it is for business, mostly (but not 
always) more noble than the rat and full of creative people 
searching for new ways to add value and almost always 
against the environmental odds.

Now imagine ‘A’ level physicists deciding that since they 
have plenty of credible material, they’ll not bother with 
‘energy’, ‘particles’ or ‘gravity’. Absurd? Well, yes, but what 
do we do with ‘competitive advantage’? With ‘added 
value’? Or with ‘opportunity cost’? The answer is not much.

The purpose of all business activity is to add value. This 
is the starting point for understanding strategy. So what 
do firms do? Using their distinctive capabilities, firms buy 

ID 30677060 © Clearvista | Dreamstime.com
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resources, combine them in a unique formula and aim 
the resulting product at a chosen market. The goal is a 
value of sales that exceeds the corresponding cost – and 
opportunity cost – of those resources. This is the meaning 
and magic of added value. Firms that are successful in this 
goal will grow and often take over the resources of other 
firms are who are less successful. 

The generation of added value is a small – or a large – 
miracle. Every sale of every firm is achieved against the 
opposition of opportunity cost. Added value only starts 
when opportunity cost is defeated. How is it done? The 
answer is by achieving a competitive advantage. This 
means the ability to generate returns greater than total 
costs, including the opportunity cost of capital. To achieve 
this feat, the firm must be able to resist the competitive 
forces that would otherwise reduce this advantage to zero 
(the concept explained by Porter in his Five Forces model).

If all this is sounding abstract, then it can be clearly and 
enjoyably demonstrated through a simple classroom 
simulation (it works from Year 10 to degree level.) Ask 
the students to imagine a village fete! The organiser has 
agreed to allow students – in pairs – to sell fizzy lemonade. 
The drinks can be bought in a generic brand from the 
cash and carry at 40p per can. On the day of the fete the 
students run competing stalls offering the same product. 
But at what price? Each pair of students must secretly 
write down their opening price and only disclose it when 
asked. There will probably be a fair range. Since the 
products are identical, the buyer (you!) will make all your 
purchases from the stall offering the lowest price. All the 
other stalls sell nothing.

Now run the simulation a second time with stalls able to 
change their price – but nothing else. The result should be 
convergence on a lower price where the margin is slim 
but just enough to make the whole effort worthwhile (it 
may take three or four ‘rounds’ to reach this point.) Now 
allow the students to change price and any aspect of 

product offering, including its marketing. At once, all kind 
of ingenious ideas will kick in. Some buy in bulk, others chill 
their drinks and others offer BOGOFs or fun customer 
service.

The students have discovered two concepts at the heart 
of Business. First, when generic products with standard 
costs compete on price alone, it’s a race down to rock 
bottom margins with no chance to add value. Second, the 
only escape for any firm is differentiation in the product or 
the costs of its production.

In this way the simulation can be extended to explore 
strategy. Strip out the floss and gloss and every firm 
must have a plan for using its unique resources to add 
value in a competitive market. This is seriously no mean 
achievement. With capabilities endlessly morphing and 
markets endlessly expanding, dissolving and emerging, 
searching for that crock of gold that is added value can be 
distinctly lacking in rainbows…

But while we should all recognise that the mechanical 
precision of scientific decision making is a chimera, making 
strategy is neither whim nor fancy. Every firm, without 
exception, must find that source of competitive advantage 
and then exploit it, defend it and – if remotely possible 
– extend it. That means building the right alignment of 
distinctive capabilities with business formula and target 
market. An X-ray though any firm will always reveal this 
underlying pattern.

So our subject, Business, is not a soft option. It’s a wonderfully 
complex and creative subject with real academic rigour. 
And any resemblance to a car boot sale is purely fictitious.

Stephen Barnes was a teacher and examiner of Business. His 
specialism is curriculum development and he is the author of 
several texts. Currently he is working on a new book about the 
core principles of business activity.

ASK THE STUDENTS TO  
IMAGINE A VILLAGE FETE...

Used by permission: Jonathan A White at English Wikipedia
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EVIDENCE BASED TEACHING - 
WHY NOW AND ARE WE  
SURE WHAT IT IS?

The  standards for professional development (2016)  give 
a clear steer on the need for a greater focus on research 
informed teaching.  They state that all professional 
developments should: 

 ■ Have a focus on improving and evaluating pupil 
outcomes

 ■ Be underpinned by robust evidence and expertise

 ■ Include collaboration and expert challenge 

 ■ Be sustained over time

But how can this be achieved and what is research 
informed teaching?

‘Professional development’ takes many forms and 
has been considered by Ofsted to be one of the most 
important things in raising standards. There has certainly 
been less centrally driven professional development on 
offer in recent years.   The focus on teachers undertaking 
research into their practice as a form of professional 
development has come to the fore recently in a number 
of key documents.  The Carter Review (2015) of initial 
teacher training recommended that teaching should be 
evidence based and that research should be embedded at 
every level, suggesting that the teachers’ standards should 
be more explicit about the importance of teachers taking 
an evidence based approach.   A precursor to the Carter 
review was a perspective presented by Goldacre (2013) 
who gave a clear rationale for the education community 
to consider;

“I think there is a huge prize waiting to be 
claimed by teachers. By collecting better 
evidence about what works best, and 
establishing a culture where this evidence 
is used as a matter of routine, we can 
improve outcomes for children and increase 
professional independence.”    
Goldacre (2013:7)

The Department for Education in Educational Excellence 
Everywhere (2016) outlined the need for more robust 
engagement with research, in stating that professional 
development should:

have a focus on improving and evaluating 
pupil outcomes… be underpinned by 
robust evidence and expertise...include 
collaboration and expert challenge …be 

sustained over time and prioritised by school 
leadership.

The DfE are not suggesting that teachers do this alone 
but that that there should be collaboration and expert 
challenge in research informed practice.  The National 
College for Teaching and Leadership (NCTL) state that 
practitioner enquiry can play a significant role in enabling 
teachers to develop a deeper understanding of learning 
and practice which should lead to changes in attitude and 
practice.   The DfE state that schools should be in control 
of their own improvement and that this makes it easier 
for teachers to learn from each other and access best 
practice. However, the Sutton Trust (2014) argue that 
expertise external to the group of participating teachers is 
necessary to challenge existing assumptions and develop 
the kinds of new knowledge and skills associated with 
positive outcomes for students. This expertise can come 
from within or outside the school.

A debate considered by numerous authors is the difference 
between professional development and researched 
based practice in education. Helen Timperley et al (2007)   
published a best evidence synthesis of the impact of 
professional learning and  development and  stated that 
the distinction was best summed up as 

 ■ Professional learning is when  teachers are being 
seriously engaged in their learning and at the centre 
of the process

 ■ Professional development is experienced as a 
participatory activity. 

She states that in addition the learning itself should be 
driven by both teacher and student needs as without this 
there is little motivation to make any improvements that 
come to light.  

One of the criticisms of off-site workshops or courses is 
that teacher’s starting points are not considered and often 
the information or skills are not integrated into practice 
which can result in a focus on short-term improvement 
(Hargreaves 2000).  They can also be very passive and 
when taken from one school to another are rarely put 
into the context of the actual school or planned with the 
school staff as opposed to senior leaders.   However, 
Timperley (2007) proposed that one-off development 
opportunities may be sufficient if the learning involves an 
increased awareness of new ideas and therefore does 
not disregard the principle entirely.  This was one of the 

Diane Lloyd considers the role of evidenced based teaching in the wider 
context of professional development.
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largest studies into teachers’ professional learning and did 
conclude that one off opportunities to learn and develop 
may be sufficient if the learning involves  comparatively 
direct transmission of information or increased awareness 
of new ideas.  A study published by Durham University in 
2015 by Cordingley et al, showed  that subject knowledge 
and general pedagogical knowledge are equally as 
important to the teaching profession. This is reflected 
in their findings that staff prefer cross-curricular and 
department development time, wishing to collaborate on 
subject specific knowledge and skills and also to converse 
and share ideas on general teaching pedagogy. 

Where schools are encouraging staff to undertake 
research informed teaching a question to consider is 
whether these should be linked to staff performance 
reviews or not.  Should staff choose their own area of 
research or should it be based on school improvement 
plans?  Certainly a school could use the research to 
evidence the impact of new initiatives eg the use of pupil 
premium funding.   

The research certainly questions whether all learning 
should be based on performance management targets.  
This leads to questions around sessions after the school 
day being chosen for teachers rather than having a choice 
based on their own defined needs.  The performance 
management schemes in education have set out 
frameworks to improve teacher learning.  Hodkinson 
and Hodkinson (2005) believe  that policy approaches to 
teacher development are likely to be unsuccessful since 
they often view learning as acquisition and that learning 
means acquiring and practising new  knowledge or skills 
that were previously absent. In this research the culture 
of professional development within the school and how it 
could be improved were questioned.  The findings suggest 
that whole school culture needs addressing so that staff 
are given more time to learn independently and personally 
rather than in prescribed groups discussing directed 
topics. Hodkinson and Hodkinson support the idea that 

much learning is unplanned and that sometimes it only 
has significance over a long timescale.  

There are critics of teachers’ undertaking research and 
education being a research informed profession. Dylan 
Wiliam in his recent article for the TES believes that 
classrooms are too complex and no single research is going 
to offer the answers to such complex environments.   He 
states that teachers do need to know about the research 
to make more informed decisions about their teaching 
approaches but there are a number of authors saying 
that the research itself should be left to the university. The 
question remains though, how do teachers get access to 
this research in the university?

There is no doubt that there is currently a  focus  on teacher 
research,  with less central professional development. 
Schools are  wanting to see the impact of any professional 
development and  teachers undertaking their own 
research could have interesting results that really do 
change classroom and whole school practice.  It leaves an 
interesting question of would a school be able to argue its 
own research findings to an Ofsted inspection team? 

Diane Lloyd is a Senior Lecturer and Programme Leader 
Salaried School Direct at Liverpool John Moores University
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THE ENTERPRISE ADVISOR 
NETWORK IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Duncan Willoughby Enterprise Coordinator at GFirst LEP sets out 
the role of The Enterprise Coordinator 

Many teachers and schools do not realise that 
they have an Enterprise Adviser – they can be 
very useful and are part of a larger network. 

For many Business Studies Departments in 
particular, it can  be hugely beneficial, in terms 

of business links, to know who your  
Enterprise Adviser is.

In 2016 GFirst LEP received its first funding to be the facilitator 
in Gloucestershire for the Careers and Enterprise Company’s 
volunteer Enterprise Advisor Network, a network of volunteers 
working strategically in secondary schools and colleges to 
help them to deliver their careers education programmes.  

In the broadest sense the network of Enterprise Advisors was 
intended to be a group of senior business volunteers who would 
work alongside members of the schools SLT’s, and to act as 
key advisors and “critical friends” in terms of the content and 
development of the career education plan for the respective 
school they would work with. In reality, the role is a great deal 
more nuanced than this and has breadth and depth not only 
at a local level in Gloucestershire, but across England where 
Enterprise Advisors 
work with thousands 
of secondary schools 
and academies, 
creating a huge pool 
of experience upon 
which to draw.   

In Gloucestershire, 
the Education and 
Skills team of GFirst LEP has a long pedigree of delivering 
careers, skills and enterprise activities primarily in secondary 
schools and colleges. The current team has inherited a legacy 
which dates back well over 15 years and our current activity 
builds upon the bedrock of activity originally delivered by 
Gloucestershire EBP (Education Business Partnership). This 
heritage has not only enabled the current team to leverage 
networks and key contacts established over many years,  but 
also to develop a range of interfaces for business volunteers 
to engage with the LEP and specifically the Education team 
and its work in local schools. The consequence of this, is that 
not only can prospective volunteers select from a menu of 
activities including practice interviews, mentoring, and acting 
as facilitators at enterprise activities to suit their needs, such 
activity can act as a “training pool” for those volunteers who 
would like to deepen their involvement with schools, but need 

an area to test it out. Since people volunteer for a variety 
of reasons, e.g. giving something back to the community, 
the corporate social responsibility of their company, or 
for recruitment purposes, it is essential that they see what 
schools are really like from the inside, the corollary being that 
they often find their expectations are fulfilled, but equally 
as people unaccustomed to working in modern secondary 
schools it can be quite an eye opener in terms of the pressures 
schools work under. 

If volunteering to become an Enterprise Advisor (E.A.) can be 
viewed as a journey, it is one that we as a team are prepared 
to accompany business people on from recruitment to being 
successfully embedded in a school. In the first instance we 
can act as a “moderator” straddling the gap between the 
expectations of businesses and the realities of education. 
When recruiting a prospective E.A. it is about ensuring that 
the business person is under no illusions that building a 
successful relationship with a school takes time, patience, 
and importantly a keen understanding that the pressures 
schools work under are multitudinous and do not always 
bear direct relation to the delivery of education, skills and 
work readiness. 

Having introduced the prospective E.A. to the landscape of 
local secondary and tertiary education, the arena in which 

they’ll work, we look 
at ways to match 
the background 
and interests of the 
individual to a school 
requesting an E.A. This 
is not an exact science 
and one that cannot 
guarantee immediate 

success, but it does necessitate the need on our part to be 
good listeners, but also agile enough to seize opportunities, 
and the clear signals that a particular business person will be 
a good match (or not) for a particular school. When reflecting 
back on our pedigree as an organisation, it is important to 
emphasise, that by knowing our local schools well, we are in 
a strong position to anticipate their needs, and consequently 
who in our judgement will be a good matching E.A. for them. 
It is a process that cannot be rushed and one that we take 
very seriously. Our mantra is, that we would rather a school 
didn’t have an E.A. in the short term, than rush the process 
and match them with someone who is either inappropriate 
to their needs, or someone who perhaps doesn’t share the 
values of the school. Adopting the fundraising adage that, 
“people give to people” the organisation to organisation 
match is one that is about shared values and expectations. 
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It would be unfair to single out individual E.A.’s for special 
mention in this article, so to fully explain the value that they 
bring to Gloucestershire, it is probably best to examine some 
of the broad achievements of the network. 

E.A.’s working in Gloucestershire collectively have helped 
our local schools to place careers education at centre stage 
in terms of their priorities. mportantly they have helped 
our schools to examine the raison d’être of the education 
and skills they deliver and the relationship of this to the skills 
pipeline, and the needs of the local, regional and national 
labour market. This has been most noticeable in schools that 
have traditionally concentrated on academic excellence 
and have viewed careers education as something which has 
existed on the periphery of their responsibilities. E.A.s working 
in tandem with their supporting Enterprise Coordinators have 
been able to help schools to view their careers education 
through the prism of local need, and to re-examine the 
validity of the destinations of their students. Many schools in 
the county are excellent in “triaging” their students towards 
the most appropriate educational training and employment 
destinations post 16 and post 18, but often the supporting 
exploration of career options, and work-readiness skills have 
not always walked hand-in-hand with the rationale for the 
chosen destination or have simply not been given enough 
time to ferment. By sharing labour market information, 
particularly data products arising out of our developing 
relationship with UCAS, and their “real world” experience 
of the labour market, E.A.’s have been able to help careers 
leaders, to look beyond the Gatsby Benchmarks and the 
delivery of specific activities to the more esoteric science of 
establishing the value added by workplace and employer 
encounters to educational progress and achievement. 

E.A.’s working in the county have increasingly benefitted 
from the coalescence of partnerships and joint working that 
the education team has fostered under the broader remit of 
the LEP. Firstly this has enabled the education and skills team 
to bring local stakeholders and key players to a common 
table to examine common issues and barriers related to the 
acquisition of skills and the work readiness of young people in 
the county. By dint of the team’s position in the LEP, strategic 
priorities and initiatives to future proof and develop the local 
economy have been cascaded through to key educational 
players in part via the E.A. network. Empowering schools to feel 
part of the local solution and not isolated from it, is something 
E.A.’s locally have helped to enable. In one specific case, a 
local school is on the cusp of repositioning its curriculum to 
enable its USP to be a “careers school”. This is in no small part 
due to the work of the E.A. working in this school to help them 
to lever off local networks in the public and private sector, 
and helping their recently appointed Careers Leader to view 
the spectrum of opportunities to work with SME’s up to large 
national and multinational companies based within a mile or 
two of the school doors. The school is embarking on a journey 
that sees beyond careers education simply being a case of 
organising work experience and establishing destinations, 
to one where career exploration and the development of 
employability are intrinsic to the delivery of qualifications. 
Furthermore and most importantly this repositioning of 
mission should engender the development of happy, 
engaged and empowered young people making their first 
steps into the world of work and life. 

Duncan Willoughby, Enterprise Coordinator, GFirst LEP
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ENGAGING WITH THE 
CONNECTED GENERATION
Darren Gelder reflects on the challenges of engaging with the ‘internet 
generation’ and finding useful real world examples to improve students’ 
understanding of difficult or dry learning objectives

I had the auspicious task of dusting off my text books and 
grabbing the GCSE specification this year as I returned to 
the classroom to teach year 11. As principal for a number 
of years the foray into the frontline is normally not from the 
front of the class. However, don’t ask anyone to do what 
you’re not prepared to do yourself.

My first impressions were the lack of knowledge that 
students had on current affairs that didn’t involve social 
media or some youtuber vlogger with strange hair. This 
was followed by their complete willingness to believe 
anything if it was on line. Their lack of ability to scrutinise, 
analyse and question information was quite shocking. I 
spoke with a number of colleagues in university and asked 
what their experiences of the current undergraduate 
intake was. Scarily it mirrored my own.

We appear to be producing a generation that can 
communicate at amazing speed and respond not always 
positively to information that they believe to be factual 
regardless of origin. In the times of ‘fake news’, that we find 
ourselves in this state does not bode well for the future.

Asked by a student in my new class why I chose to be 
a business studies teacher back in the prehistoric era, I 
explained that it was the uncertainty and change that 
occurred in the world around me and how the subject 
reflected this. I stood staring at blank faces. I explained that 
to understand, analyse and question the world around us is 
key to being  part of a progressive society – I  could see the 
tumble weed blowing. 

What I quickly concluded was the disconnect that many 
students felt with the ‘real’ world around them as opposed 
to the virtual world that they felt comfortable and confident 
in. How do we as teachers help students 
make sense of the events, actions and 
changes that are occurring every day in 
business and society? As an examiner I 
see first hand how students who are able 
to contextualise what they have learnt 
do so much better in exams and other 
outcomes (academic and personal) 
than students who are unable to do so.

Back in the classroom I decided to play 
to students’ online strengths by looking 
at several current business stories from 
different online newspapers. I also got 
them to set updates and feeds for each 
of the papers they had chosen. I was 
expecting, or rather hoping, that they 

would see the difference in reporting that each paper 
gave. I was disappointed.

The approach I was forced to adopt was to go back to 
a KS3 hand holding approach of reading together and 
spotting the differences. It was clear that this was a dry 
approach that not all students were motivated by. Which 
again took me back to square one. 

By canvasing some student voices about their interest 
and knowledge of business we trotted out the usual old 
favourites – Google, Apple, Facebook, Virgin, Dyson linked 
with YouTube, Kardashians and Love Island. The joy.

However, needs must whilst the devil drives.

We started to base the subject material around these 
organisations and programmes. However, we looked at 
specific topic issues such as the marketing of Love Island, 
perfect for segmentation and socio-economic grouping. 
This led us to consider how else we might  engage our 
young learners and create the ideal deeper, rather than 
superficial level of understanding.

Here are a few choice selections that came about from 
student feedback. If you have cast your eye over the new 
Ofsted framework you will have picked up the subtle 
evidence base for curriculum design and content that 
is linked with student voice. I would therefore advise that 
you keep a record of the process of curriculum design 
whenever you teach or plan a scheme of work.

ARMANI – www.armani.com

The way that the brand has defined its range of goods 
(clothes, fragrance and homeware) is impressive. The link 
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  with market segmentation and pricing strategy are clear 
and easy to follow. The actual knowledge of students on 
the range, prices and marketing was impressive.

It was also useful to look at this against the Boston matrix 
and consider what the question marks might include for 
the Armani portfolio. The EA7 range was useful to look at 
how a new product is brought to market. I had no problem 
in getting all students regardless of gender or background 
to research this topic and discuss at a high level.

Good question – How can the Giorgio Armani range 
charge £590 for a pouch!!

Why would people pay that amount? – Who are the likely 
customers/profile?

Whereas the much more reasonably priced pouch in 
Emporio Armani is a snip at £160! 

Rihanna LVMH – marketing mix, growth, ownership, market 
value, market share, PESTEL, pricing, branding, product 
development, market research…. 

LVMH & RIHANNA’S TAKE TWO

THE BREAKDOWN YOU NEED TO KNOW 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/korihale/2019/05/21/
rihanna-is-louis-vuittons-latest-response-to-contemporary-
culture/#70b4b3452d23

Just guiding the student to the above was 
enough to create an excellent synoptic 
chat about a wide range of Business Studies 
GCSE issues. Yet again their enthusiasm 
and level of knowledge was astounding. 
By carefully buildng the scaffolding around 
the specification, students had the skills 
and knowledge to apply this to an exam 
style question. The impact of this was that 
students moved on average 2 levels by 
being able to apply higher order responses 
to their answers. What I also found was 
their knowledge retention was massively 
increased. They had developed the hooks 
for memory retrieval.

SAMSUNG V APPLE PRICING 
STRATEGY

Apple are known globally for avoiding 
reducing prices or having sales, Steve Jobs 
felt it devalued the product. Even speakers 
at global apple events would not be given 

free apple products! This is an excellent lead into pricing 
strategy both on mobile, laptop and desktop devices 
against other rivals. ‘Why do we pay so much for an Apple 
product?’ is an excellent starter to a lesson. When we 
contrast this with other major players such as Samsung we 
can see the difference in pricing strategies with a skimming 
approach for example on some of their products.



ELECTRIC CARS – TECHNOLOGY – PESTEL

Assessing the impact on a business of its external 
environment is another area where students can 
sometimes not make the link to the world around them 
This may be because they haven’t yet been exposed to 
the wide range of externalities that exist.  Looking at the 

current drive for electric cars is a good way in to begin to 
discuss and address the real factors that are driving the 
change.

Why would a government or a country 
ban the sale and use of cars? With 
a small amount of scaffolding this 
became an immersive lesson including 
plenty of discussion and dialogue at 
the higher analytical level as well as the 
basic understanding that a variety of 
separate factors can contribute to or 
impact on business operations.

My final dip into the world of 
engagement with the class was around 
the sometimes dry area of ownership 
and shareholder power. Students 
don’t always get the background 
understanding once we pass from sole 

trader and partnerships into the more complex world of 
private and public limited company status. This was much 
better understood by my students looking at an example 
of one of their favourite brands: Superdry. And an article 
online that illustrated how decisions are made and who 
runs the business.

This was a great piece to work with 
students both at GCSE and A level. It 
brought all the elements of shareholder 
and board of director’s decision making 
together. It also showed students that 
the directors are there to represent the 
shareholder views, even if they don’t like 
or agree with it.

I acknowledge that for many teachers 
of business my approach to engaging 
students will not be new. I do hope it 
will serve as a reminder however that 
an immersive and engaging world of 
business operates around us every 
day.  Products, businesses and stories 
that students find fascinating and that 
by choosing business cases carefully 
we can help students connect what 
they learn in the classroom to the World 
around them. 

Darren Gelder is Executive Head of the Grace Academy
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KEEPING IT ALL TOGETHER
Russ Woodward and Tim Veal argue for greater integration of micro and macro 
economics content in business studies assessments

INTRODUCTION.

As has been written about numerous times, including 
in this journal, the way economics is taught on business 
programmes needs to differ from teaching on single 
subject economics courses in terms of changing the 
perspective from the policy maker or economics 
commentary point of view to one of seeing the economic 
environment as a source of opportunities, threats and 
constraints for businesses – and indeed as sense making 
for understanding business performance as well as 
decisions made by businesses. 

Another issue, however, in addition to this for tutors and 
course designers is how to organise the economics 
content on business programmes, especially with regard 
to assessment.

What is advocated below is a greater integration of 
microeconomics and macroeconomics in business course 
assessment than is often the case. Here we are not talking 
about the very sophisticated literature on microeconomic 
underpinnings of modern macroeconomic theory which 
was set off by Nobel Laureate Professor Edmund Phelps 
many years ago, Phelps (1970).

DISCUSSION

As implied above, one way that assessment is often 
arranged, perhaps as a mirror to teaching and to textbooks, 
is to keep the micro and macro assessment separate, e.g. 
separate assignments, separate exams, separate sections 
within exams with one essay required from each section.

It is argued here that while this approach may be fine 
for introductory micro and macro on a single subject 
economics course, it is not fit for purpose on a business 
course; chiefly in that it does not plausibly mirror the 
way in which business decisions are reached in context 
of the economic environment. As such it does not 
prepare students for business management or business 
management advisory career roles. Also, it does not 
reflect the fact that in the real world micro-macro issues 
combine to affect business environment circumstances. 
Further, it fails to encourage integrative learning which 
may be key to synthesis capabilities and strategic analysis 
at later levels in the business course. The micro/macro 
separation in assessment may well be fine on a single 
subject economics course where economics material is 
studied for its own sake or in the form of economic and 
economic policy commentary. It may also be fine on 
economics courses where application of specific theory 
in macro or micro relevant context is being assessed. A 
final point to note is that at later stages on a single subject 

economics degree, the student may wish/ be able to 
specialise in either microeconomics or macroeconomics 
as an option, alongside other electives like financial 
economics or economic development and therefore the 
early stage assessment separation may help to clarify/
illustrate relative strengths and preferences.

When making or advising business management decisions 
one looks across all the relevant business environment 
issues; one does not cordon certain environment issues 
off from others for a partial analysis. This is/ should be the 
same with regard to business environment study early 
on in a business course. The idea is that tools like SWOT 
should be integrative and combine the decision relevant 
parts into a whole – rather than be a series of separate lists 
(Bell and Rochford, 2016). Further when using PESTLE as 
a business environment tool either in actual management 
or in business studies class, the E economics is looked at 
alongside the Politics, Social/Cultural, Technological, 
Legal and Environmental; it would be strange completely 
to separate the economics out when the rest of the tool is 
about combining.

In view of the above, a separation of micro and macro 
economics in business management studies assessment 
would be implausible making the programme fail to mirror 
authentic business decision making.

Looking at business management economics assessment 
in context of modern curriculum design theory – we 
know that threshold concepts serve to define a subject 
and its scope not least through possession of the 
integrative criterion, (Meyer and Land, 2003) where being 
integrative means the ability to show the previously hidden 
interrelatedness of content. In cases where business 
economics concepts show the connection of micro and 
macro themes for the management decision making 
discipline, it would be restrictive of learning if assessment 
required the integrated field to be written about entirely 
separately. In context of traditional curriculum design 
theory (Bloom’s 1956 Cognitive Domain), teaching 
and assessing such integration would represent key 
groundwork preparing students for higher level cognitive 
skills in business, e.g. Synthesis, at later levels. Leonard 
(2012) noted that integration can occur at various 
levels through a course with the highest being synthesis. 
In context of both forms of curriculum design theory 
in business, teaching and assessing such integration 
would be a key step forward for success in later business 
management modules such as International Business 
Environment and Strategic Business Environment.
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EXAMPLES
What clinches the case for keeping micro and macro 
together in assessment – and in classroom activity - is the 
importance of real life business examples for which the 
integration is crucial to sense making in the subject.

Elasticity:

While the Elasticity topic is rightly chiefly taught within 
microeconomics, including on business courses e.g. 
focussing on sales impacts of company price changes, 
it also links macro phenomenon to micro implications. 
For example: income elasticity of demand may guide 
firms on what to expect from sales through the business 
cycle e.g. for luxuries such as high end restaurants during 
recession and boom periods, and thus what decisions 
should and should not be taken as sales fluctuate. In this 
sense short run income elasticity of demand - product 
specific - can be seen as the ‘microeconomic cousin’ of 
the Marginal Propensity to Consume MPC – which focuses 
on aggregate consumption. It is perhaps not surprising 
to note that elasticity, behind opportunity cost, is almost 
certainly the second most cited threshold concept in 
economics. See Economics and Business sections of the 
UCL web based Threshold Concepts Bibliography.

Market Structure and Supply Chains

The related topics market structures and supply chains are 
again, chiefly taught within the microeconomics part of 
business management courses. However again, their use 

– in combination – can be key to sense making of business 
actions and outcomes in different macroeconomic 
conditions. In the grocery sector during recession, the 
relative extent and timing of profit squeezes between 
those felt by supermarkets (oligopoly) and by agricultural 
suppliers (perfect competition approx.) [i.e. the issue of 
what happens to the prices farmers get for their products], 
can be explained in many cases by the comparative 
market power of the organisations at the two stages. The 
need for regulatory protection of at least the promptness if 
not the level, of supermarket payment to farmers, through 
the Groceries Supply Code of Practice (see Guardian, 
2016) can also be rationalised by the microeconomics. 
It should also be noted here that another business 
microeconomics tool, namely Porter’s Five Forces model 
could also be used to make sense of the above situation 
during macroeconomic recession.

It is hard to envisage how accurate coverage of the above 
business examples – and many others like them – could be 
achieved, and indeed rewarded, on a module assessment 
format that kept micro and macro apart.

With regard to relevant modes of assessment, and 
speaking from experience of both, it is fair to say that 
business degree courses – being vocational – tend to 
have a wider selection of assessment formats than the 
chiefly essay assignment/essay exam traditional format 
of economics degree programmes. With this in mind, 
there may be greater scope for highlighting and deploying 
assessments best able to bring out the integrative micro/

Bloom et als Cognitive Domain Taxonomy Leonard’s Taxonomy of Integrative Thinking
Evaluation

Synthesis

Analysis

Application

Comprehension

Knowledge

Synthesis

Understanding Context

Comparison

Application

Threshold Concept Criteria – Meyer and Land

Transformative, Irreversible, Integrative, Boundary Setting, Counter-Intuitive, Discursive, 
Reconstitutive, Liminality 
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macro environment aspects for business and student 
understanding thereof, e.g. presentation, consultancy 
report. This also enables better orientation to constructive 
alignment, whereby assessment/activity method choice 
aligns to learning outcomes/objectives being pursued 
(see Biggs, 2003).

A final specific point. It has been noted (Simatele, 2010) that 
one of the defining economics assumptions that business 
students dislike the most is ceteris paribus, i.e. holding all 
other things constant. There may be plausible reasons for 
this, i.e. the real world interaction of aspects in the business 
environment. Assuming away microeconomic behaviours 
by ignoring them when macroeconomic conditions 
change – even in introductory studies – means that 
students have something quite sizeable to unlearn when 
they come to more strategic modules later in business 
programmes. 

CONCLUSION

On grounds of 1) fitness for purpose in business courses and 
business careers, 2) better use of business environment 
models and tools 3) building for higher more integrative 
cognitive business studies activity later and 4) for better 
deployment of economic environment business examples, 
an integration of micro and macro on introductory level 
economics for business assessments – and formative 
activities – is strongly advocated.

Russ Woodward and Tim Veal teach at University Centre, 
Grimsby Institute FHE
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RESOURCE REVIEWS
The views expressed in reviews are those of the reviewers and are not necessarily 
endorsed or shared by the EBEA. The EBEA welcomes comments on any reviews or 
articles in TBE. Please send your comments to office@ebea.org.uk 

How Business Works,  
Dorling Kindersley, 2017, £16.99.
Described on the cover as ‘a graphic guide to business 
success’, this book covers all of the main concepts in 
business which appear in most exam boards. It does so 
by dividing the book into 
four main chapters: how 
companies work, how 
finance works, how sales 
and marketing work and 
finally, how operations and 
production work. 

As suggested by the chapter 
titles, all of the concepts 
within the chapters are 
directly applied to business 
through the use of real 
examples (both UK and 
international markets), 
supported by data and 
statistics to illuminate the 
concepts. 

Each concept whether 
a theory or model, is 
handily spread across 
two continuous pages 
starting with a succinct 
summary or definition of the 
concept using key business 
terminology. 

Students may find this layout particularly appealing as 
each set of pages lays out the information using a range 
of styles including flow charts, pictures, diagrams, and 
illustrations. The use of a wide range of visual stimuli with 

truncated written explanations will appeal to most KS4 and 
KS5 business students as the amount of information will not 
be overwhelming. This is particularly well demonstrated 
in the financial documents sections where financial 
statements are clearly laid out with each section of the 

statement annotated with 
a concise definition.

The ‘need to know’ box on 
most pages is particularly 
helpful in summarising key 
terms and / or definitions 
and in some instances 
these are then further 
exhibited through a case 
study.

Whilst most of the 
monetary values are 
given in US dollars, there 
are some references 
made to GB pounds with 
a section at the back of 
the book dedicated to the 
application of each of the 
four chapters a UK context.  

As a ‘guide’ to business 
success this book will 
effectively support the 
learning of the basics in 
business with students 

being able to do so independently; a helpful supplement to 
their lessons. 

Limara Pascall is Business Education Subject Tutor at UCL 
Institute of Education in London.
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The Economy, Economics for a Changing World,  
The CORE team, Oxford University Press, 2017, 
1123 pages, £39.99, ISBN 978-0-19-881024-7.
OK,OK, I know you’re not going to read 1123 pages. I know 
you are not going to pay £40.  But if you want to know what’s 
happening to the teaching of Economics and you haven’t 
inspected CORE, its time to take a look. ‘The Economy’ is 
suggesting a new approach at early degree level study. Its 
free online. 

For a start, it may help you to advise students who are 
thinking about university economics courses. You may 
be able to point them in the right direction. If they are 
set on a lifetime in the City, they might not warm to the 
CORE course.  But if they are concerned primarily about 
topics such as equality, or rent seeking or how the global 
economy actually works, they need to know about this. 

To get online, just Google 
CORE economics, select ‘The 
Economy – CORE’, or key in 
www.core-econ.org. Select ‘The 
Economy’. When you’ve chosen 
the language, you will get 
‘Contents’. The first two chapters 
give you a clue – it really is about 
the real world, not just the UK or 
basic theory. You may find the 
occasional YouTube session 
with a good speaker too. 

If you select CORE – Economics 
for a Changing World, you 
can get into the CORE Schools 
Economics Challenge, which is 
designed for secondary schools. 
This year’s theme is ‘Why is 
addressing climate change so 
difficult’? Its a 3-minute-video 
competition. The closing date 
is 30.09.2019 so you will have to 
get moving soon.

Some chapters are fairly conventional – like chapter 3, 
Scarcity, work and choice.  Others are less so – like chapter 
11, Rent seeking, price setting and market dynamics. There 
is some very interesting data here and there. Ever wanted 
to know what energy prices looked like between 1861 and 

2011?  Go to 11.4.

Naturally, this book provides a bit of information on 
the financial crisis. Some of its writers have links to 
‘Rethinking Economics’ and ‘The Econocracy’. It provides 
undergraduates with a good grounding in the way the 
global economy works.

The CORE course is still controversial. Probably, 
theoretically minded economists do not see it as the way 
forward. The course has been welcomed in universities 
world wide, though not everywhere in the UK. This means 
that your students really do need to look carefully at course 
content before they decide where to apply. 

Relevant contributions have appeared in TBE earlier: Sean 
Vertigan wrote about ‘The Econocracy’ in the Review 
section of the TBE Spring issue, 2017. Ruth Corderoy 

wrote about whether it is 
time for a radical overhaul of 
what we teach in  ‘Re-thinking 
Microeconomics’ in Spring 2016. 

I am just wondering whether 
our examiners will be up for a 
significant review when our 
government next decides to 
rethink A level Economics. 
Of course if it follows the 
2008 approach, when the 
Chief Examiners were given 
three weeks to produce new 
specifications, change may be 
difficult. Now is the time to get 
thinking about how we can keep 
the A level approach to the real 
world, with lots of recent data 
to study, at the same time as 
creating a useful introduction 
to the subject that reflects 
changes at degree level.

I’d like to hear what you think 
about these matters. Comments will be very welcome and 
we could publish them in the next issue. If you are already 
familiar with all this, your views would be especially 
welcome.

Nancy Wall, Reviews Editor, enwall@aol.com
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